~ Rule Book ~

+

May the fourth
be with you
Gabriele Mari is the fourth game
designer involved in this bizarre
and hilarious game. His boundless
passion for cinema is much
appreciated by the Cobblepot team,
deciding to develop the brilliant idea
of the authors with a setting that
makes fun of the many successful
farming games popular all over the
world. When you play, check the
notes on each card, mentioning the
title of the movie to which our plants
are inspired. Want to know more?
Read these columns for all the
insights about this production.

Multi-colored creatures
The Pepper Creatures are our
version of Dr. Victor Frankenstein’s
“creature”, the one that “was born”
between 1816 and 1817 in the novel
by the writer Mary Shelley, now a
well-known literary myth inspiring
countless books, films, parodies,
quotes, television productions,
musicals, comics and much more.

I

f you believed that living and working in the countryside was a dream, you’d
better think again: the farmer’s life is hard and tiring. Green thumb? Sure,
but the rest of the hands are covered with calluses! The persuasive scent
of blossoming buds? Not in the stable, already full of manure at dawn! A real
nightmare.
This is why enterprising farmers, tired of the permanent job, have decided
to make the most sensible choice in such a circumstance: to become mad
scientists and devote themselves full time to conquering the world!
To subdue the whole globe, however, they will need a fearsome and
numerous army. After graduating with honors from the EVIL (Extremely Vile &
Intelligent Laborants) correspondence course, they decided not to harvest any
more vegetables but... the legacy of Doctor FarmerStein! Few people know
that many ampoules and potions with an unknown effect were saved from the
destruction of his laboratory. It happens that some of these contain mutagenic
agents capable of giving life… to plants!
FarmerStein™ is a ruthless plant challenge for 3/5 crazy vegan scientists!

~ Idea and Goal of the Game ~
There are no better soldiers than asparagus, mushrooms, cucumbers and
tomatoes mutated into monstrous bloodthirsty creatures! You just have to
inject mutagenic agents into the defenseless plants to transform them into a
fearsome Army to take control of the three Continents to conquer the whole
world.
Beware though! You will have to watch your backs from your opponents,
who will try to gain total domination first, and from the Zombie Zucchini, now
out of control and in the grip of a voracious gluttony.
Cultivate Plants by leaving them for one round under the effect of Mutagens
so that they can join your Army to invade one by one all 3 Continents needed
to conquer the world: the Red Americas, Green Europe, and Yellow Asia.

~ Components ~
To play FarmerStein™ you need: this rude rule book; 110 horrible cards:
90 ferocious Plants of five different colors (orange, blue, yellow, red, and
green), 15 cruel Evil Goals and 5 inhuman placeholders; a series of wooden
components: 15 sinister markers in 3 colors (red, green, and yellow) and 10
powerful Mutagens in 5 colors (red, yellow, orange, blue, and green).
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Braiiins!

15 cruel Evil Goals
90 ferocious Plants

5 monstrous Powers

15 sinister Conquests
10 powerful Mutagens

~ Setup ~
1

The player who most recently ate vegetables takes a placeholder of
their choice and places it in front of them on the side marked with “You are
the First player”: continuing clockwise (to the left), each other player chooses
and takes a placeholder, placing it on the opposite side (those not used are
removed from the game).

2

Shuffle all the Plants into a single deck and place it within easy reach of
everyone: each player, in turn order, creates their hand by drawing 5 cards
from the top of the deck.

3
4
5

Place all the Mutagens next to the Plants deck, within easy reach of
everyone.
Shuffle the pile of Evil Goals face-down: all players draw 1 card
from the top and reveal it in front of them.

Each player receives 3 markers: 1 red, 1 green, and 1 yellow (those
not used are removed from the game). They will be used during the
game to mark a conquered Continent of the same color.
Now you are ready to… take over the world!
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The Zombie Zucchini celebrates
the cinematographic work of
George Romero who, starting
from Night of the Living Dead
(1968), brought the zombies into
the collective imagination, inspired
by the living dead of Haitian
myths. Recently returned to the
mainstream attention with the
record-breaking television series
The Walking Dead, transposition of
the homonymous graphic novel, the
living dead are present in tons of
productions: books, songs, movies,
shows, podcasts, plays, comics,
video games, board games, etc.

Lacking a brain
The Scarecrow is one of the
three characters who accompany
Dorothy in the journey along the
Yellow Brick Road in search of the
Wizard of Oz, nickname of Oscar
Zoroaster Phadrig Isaac Norman
Henkel Emmannuel Ambroise
Diggs, fictional character who
appears in the novel The Wonderful
Wizard of Oz, written by Frank
Baum, shot and consecrated in the
1939 movie. The Scarecrow is also
a famous enemy of Batman.

Too good to be Blue
The Two-headed Eggplant
recalls a large selection of movies
and television shows including The
Thing with Two Heads (1972), The
Incredible 2-Headed Transplant
(1971), a monster from Sesame
Street (aired since 1969).
The Giant Olive goes back to a
1958 science fiction B-movie Attack
of the 50 Foot Woman, considered
a classic.
The lanky and paranoid
Sleepwalker Asparagus is a tribute
to the character of Caesar in the
1920 German silent film, symbol of
expressionist cinema, The Cabinet
of Doctor Caligari (Das Cabinet des
Dr. Caligari).

~ How to Play ~
A game consists of a series of rounds in which players take turns, starting
with the First Player and continuing clockwise (to the left).
Attention: first of all, at the start of the round, all players having Zombie Zucchini
cards in their hand must immediately play them (see The InvaZion below).

During their turn, players can play a card from hand. To play it, first, they
have to take a Mutagen token from the pool and place it on the card; the
token has to match the card’s color. Then, after applying the card’s effect, it
is the next player’s turn.
When players cannot (or do not want to) play cards, they must pass the
turn, discarding all the cards in hand and waiting for the current round to finish.
The round continues turn by turn until all players have passed.

~ End of the Round ~
When the round is over, players stack all cards in play in front of them
face down in their personal Army (except the Zombie Zucchini which must be
discarded), returning the Mutagens to the common pool.
In turn order, players can conquer 1 Continent of their Evil Goal (no more
than 1 Continent can be conquered per turn) by revealing all cards from their
personal Army to meet the minimum requirements of their Evil Goal. Each
Continent requires an Army to include a minimum number of cards capable of
satisfying certain combinations. The number of cards required is established
by the Continent to be conquered:

Red continent, America,
conquerable with at least 3
cards satisfying your
Evil Goal

Green continent, Europe,
conquerable with at least 4
cards satisfying your
Evil Goal

Yellow continent, Asia,
conquerable with at least 5
cards satisfying your
Evil Goal

The combination to be satisfied is established by the symbol shown on
your Evil Goal, under the Continent you want to conquer. Since the difficulty of
the required combinations is different, the symbols are listed here in order of
decreasing difficulty (from the most difficult to the easiest).
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Keep your hands Green
Same Plant: required cards must be all of the same Plant
(e.g. an Army including 3 Two-Faced Broccoli cards can conquer the red
Continent requiring the Same Plant);
Same Color: required cards must have the same color in

common (e.g. an Army including 2 yellow Fly Potato, 1 Yellow Robot
Onions, and 1 Yellow/Blue Pepper Creature can conquer the green
Continent requiring Same Color);

Different Colors: required cards must be of different colors
(e.g. an Army including 1 Orange/Red Pepper Creature, 1 Yellow Fly
Potato, and 1 Red Killer Tomato can conquer the red Continent requiring
Different Colors);
Different Plants: required cards must be different Plants (e.g. an

Army including 1 Jurassic Carrot, 1 Fly Potato, 1 Super Atomic Pumpkin,
1 Robot Onions, and 1 Pepper Creature can conquer the yellow
Continent requiring Different Plants);

No Rules: any card, regardless of color and Plant (e.g. an Army with
any 4 cards can conquer the green Continent requiring No Rules).
Players successfully conquering a Continent must put the marker of that
color on their Evil Goal and discard all the cards from their personal Army, not
just the Plants used to satisfy the requirement but all of them!

Example of the conquest of America
with an Army of at least 3 cards of
different color

Now the First Player flips the placeholder to the opposite side, while the
player to the left becomes the new First Player by flipping the placeholder as
well; then, all players (in turn order) recreate their hand by drawing 5 cards
from the top of the deck and a new round begins. At any time, when the deck
runs out, it must be recreated by shuffling the discard pile.
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The Two-Faced Broccoli are
more easily reminiscent of Batman’s
friend and foe, but the most careful
audience will have considered The
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde, the famous 1886 novel by
Robert Louis Stevenson, one of
the greatest classics of fantastic
literature of all time.
The Electric Lettuce finds its
idea in the 1941 film Man Made
Monster.
The Invisible Cucumber is
dedicated to the artistic creativity
of the British writer H.G. Wells who
in 1881 wrote the science fiction
novel The Invisible Man published
for the first time only in 1897. The
protagonist will then be reprized in
various cinematic and television
productions.

Help me Orange things
around here
The Radioactive Mushroom
is inspired by the 1963 Japanese
science fiction film Matango the
Monster (マタンゴ), loosely based
on William Hope Hodgson’s The
Voice in the Night.
The Jurassic Carrot is one of
the many prehistoric “monstrosities”
from the novels of Michael Crichton
and then in the movies of Steven
Spielberg’s Jurassic Park saga, well
known among all generations.
The Super Atomic Pumpkin
recalls the features of Tor Johnson’s
big face in a typical grimace of
the 1955 American film Bride of
the Monster directed by Edward
D. Wood Jr., better known as Ed
Wood.

~ The InvaZion ~
At any time (including Setup), whenever a Zombie Zucchini is
drawn from the deck by a player, it must be played immediately,
with 1 Mutagen of the required color taken from the common pool.
Attention: it can happen (rarely) that due to the effect of other cards a
Zombie Zucchini is drawn at a time of the round in which the Mutagen
of the required color is not available anymore in the common pool; in
this case, the active player (the one playing the current turn) discards
a Plant in play using the required Mutagen; if it is not possible to satisfy
this condition, apply the same penalty to the next player, in turn order,
until a Plant in play with the required Mutagen is discarded.

Players drawing the Zombie Zucchini can now choose to put their Evil Goal
at the bottom of the pile to draw a new one from the top as a replacement,
knowing that the Continents already conquered will be maintained by
transferring the markers to the new card.

~ Monstrous Powers ~
The player with their placeholder revealed on the First Player side
can use the special ability described on that card for the whole
round.
When you flip the placeholder over to the First Player side,
read the Monstrous Power aloud, to inform all opponents of the
additional rules applying for that round.
Attention: Monstrous Powers bypass normal game rules.

~ Mutant placeholder ~
Optional rule for experienced players. Players with their
placeholder on the unmarked side (so everyone except the First
Player) can use it as an additional Mutagen of the placeholder’s
color (instead of using the Mutagen token). Plants played using
the placeholders follow the normal rules. Obviously, this additional
Mutagen is personal and it is not possible to take the opponents’
placeholders to play your own Plants: it’s a Mutagen for the exclusive use of
the player who owns it.
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In the Red of night
Attention: if a Plant played with the additional Mutagen is discarded from play, the
placeholder (as an additional Mutagen) returns available to the owner.

The First Player benefits from the Monstrous Power of the placeholder
during the round, but it cannot be used as an additional Mutagen.

~ End of the Game ~
The player conquering all three Continents wins the game. If in the
same round more players conquer the third Continent, the tie is resolved by
rewarding the player who conquered the Continent requesting more cards
(Asia > Europe > America); if the tie persists, it is resolved in turn order, starting
from the First Player and turning clockwise (to the left).
Thanks for... conquering the world with us!
Any questions? Don’t worry! On the official Cobblepot Games YouTube channel
you will find the videotutorial dedicated to FarmerStein™ that will clarify any doubts!
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The Killer Tomatoes are the
protagonists of the 1978 horror
parody movie Attack of the Killer
Tomatoes!, the first of a long saga,
the progenitor of the trashy and
wacky comedy movies invading
video stores over the Eighties.
The SaberToothed Radish is
inspired by the 1932 sci-fi horror
movie Island of Lost Souls, based
on the novel The Island of Doctor
Moreau (1896) by writer Herbert
George Wells (HG Wells) in which
the most aberrant crosses between
man and animal were made.
The Burning Hot Pepper brings
us back to the American movies
Firestarter (1984) and Spontaneous
Combustion (1990) as well as the
Human Torch by Marvels and the
1994 comic miniseries drawn by
Alex Ross.

You had me at Yellow
The Fly-Potato is clearly inspired
by the 1958 sci-fi horror movie
The Fly based on the short story
La Mouche (1957) by George
Langelaan. The movie had sequels
and remakes: Return of the Fly
(1959) and Curse of the Fly (1965),
both played by the legendary
Vincent Price, and The Fly (1986)
directed by David Cronenberg.
The Crocodile Cob waits
motionless to attack the
unfortunates who enter the
cornfields. It recalls two “villains’’
from the comics: Killer Croc,
Batman’s antagonist, and Lizard,
Spider-Man’s enemy.
The Robot Onion recalls the
robot-woman from Metropolis, the
Austrian silent film of 1927 directed
by Fritz Lang: a symbolic work of
expressionist cinema, recognized
as a model of modern science
fiction movies, inspiring movies like
Blade Runner and Star Wars.

~ Designers ~
FarmerStein is a formidable choral work born from the meeting of two
different game ideas, one by Alex Michieletti and the other by Federico
Pierlorenzi and Davide Massaccesi. Young Cobblepot “merged” them to
obtain this fun and irreverent party game.
Stefano Carreri is the artist who “used his pencil” to illustrate magnificently
the plant aberrations born from the inscrutable imagination of Gabriele Mari,
and Ilaria Ambrosini colored the splendid cover.
Alex was born in Ravenna in 1991, then moved to the province of Padua
where he established a career in trade marketing; in his spare time, in addition
to designing games, he also plays music. Davide and Federico are both from
the province of Ancona. Davide, born in 1986, is a warehouse worker and
sportsman practicing athletics; his passion for games started with videogames,
leading him into boardgames. Federico, born in 1980, is a humanistic mediator
and business trainer; he’s also a sport coach with a passion for games,
extending role-playing mechanics and elements into his profession.
™
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